Abstract. Due to the limitation of single biometrics, multi-biological fusion has become a hotspot. In order to improve the adaptability and accuracy of biometrics, the principle and process of fingerprint recognition, face recognition and iris recognition were studied. A fusion algorithm of three kinds biometric recognition results was adopted, the fusion process was given and in the process superiority complementary was achieved. Experiments show that multi-feature fusion can improve the recognition accuracy and adaptability.
Introduction
Biometrics has begun to replace the traditional method of identification, has become a hot research, applied to various fields. Biometrics includes physiological feature recognition and behavior feature recognition, Physiological characteristics include fingerprint, face, vein, palm, iris, DNA and so on; Behavioral features include gait, signature, keystrokes, and so on. Each kind of biology characteristic has its application environment and the adaptation condition, that is, a single biometric identification has limitations, such as face recognition accuracy is closely related to facial image clarity, Fingerprint, iris recognition is difficult to obtain effective fingerprint, iris image. In view of the limitations of single biometrics, the researchers began to study composite feature recognition. At present in a variety of biometric identification technology, fingerprint recognition is about 66.7%, face recognition about 11.4%, iris recognition about 8.0%, speech recognition about 3.0%, vein recognition 2.4%, data from [1] .
Analysis of Various Feature Recognition Algorithm
The pretreatment, feature extraction and matching algorithm of face, fingerprint and iris biometrics images are analyzed, and each feature recognition algorithm is implemented, and the fusion recognition technology is studied.
Face Recognition Algorithm
The high-dimensional image information is projected onto the low-dimensional vector space through a special eigenvector matrix using principal component analysis (PCA).
A sets of projection coefficients are obtained, and then compared with the known face image pattern, the recognition result can be obtained by constructing the main element subspace according to a set of face training samples, projecting the test image onto the principal element space.
Step 1: Construct the sample matrix. Raw data is normalized by sampling a k -dimensional random vector , N samples , and Standardized conversion of samples: (1) In the formula, , a normalization matrix Z is obtained.
Step 2: Find the normalized matrix correlation coefficient matrix
Step 3: Solve the characteristic equation of the correlation matrix R to obtain k eigenvalues, Determine the principal component, The following equation determines the value of m, So that the information utilization rate reaches 80% or more. 
Fingerprint Recognition Algorithm
Fingerprint recognition includes fingerprint image acquisition, pretreatment, refinement, feature extraction, algorithm matching five steps. Image preprocessing makes full use of the directionality, frequency and consistency of the fingerprint image, and performs denoising, normalization, direction estimation, ridge frequency estimation, image segmentation and image enhancement [3] . Maximum value filtering removes the single point noise, the formula is as follows:
Image Normalization Formula is as Follows . (6) is the preset normalized image of the gray mean and variance, usually to the value of 100.
Is the pixel value of the image before and after normalization.
Image Segmentation
Using the block method, calculate the variance of the small block, the variance is too small to remove, and the rest is the fingerprint area. The modified fingerprints are corrected and denoised by Gabor filtering. Dimensional representation of a Gabor function is a translation function of a two-dimensional Gaussian function in the spatial frequency domain, Is the angular frequency domain translation parameter corresponding to the X direction and the Y direction. The real and imaginary parts of a two-dimensional Gabor function can be represented as a function, Called odd function, odd function can enhance the object edge, dual function to enhance the target object.
(7)

Binarization
The image is shown in the reverse direction and a threshold is taken for each point, the formula is as follows:
Positioning Feature Points
If the current point belongs to a point on the ridge line, the pixel is 1, the times of the eight-neighbor pixel value is changed is calculated. (9) Count=2 is the endpoint, count=6 is a bifurcation point.
Iris Recognition
As the collected image is affected by the eye and environmental factors, the recognition accuracy is reduced, so the image preprocessing, normalization are done , and then, to achieve feature extraction and recognition.
Iris Image Preprocess
Image preprocessing consists of three steps: iris image localization, normalization and enhancement.
Iris location
The gray value of the image at (x, y) is represented by I (x, y), The circular contour of the inner and outer edge of the iris is represented by a parametric model with center point and radius r, Daugman system in the parameters in the circular region to find the absolute maximum gray value change [4] .
(10) Among them, Is a Gaussian function with mean r0 and variance σ, used for smoothing filtering, * is convolution, is the calculus operator, is the direction gradient. The process of locating the inner and outer edges of the iris by the above formula is the process of searching the largest absolute value of the gray-scale change at the center point [5] .
Normalized Process
The rectangular coordinates (x, y) are mapped to polar coordinates (r, θ):
R is in the normalized region [0, 1], and θ is in the range [0, 2π].
Image Enhancement
Using the histogram equalization method, the original image histogram comes into a uniform distribution of histograms, to expand the image of the gray difference, enhance the contrast, the formula is as follows:
. (12) i, I is the gray value before and after image equalization, c(i) Is the accumulation of histograms from 0 to i, H(k) is the number of pixels whose gray value is k, M is the maximum gray value (usually 255), N is the number of pixels in the image.
Feature Extraction
Texture information with distinct characteristics should be extracted before iris recognition, the two-dimensional Gabor filter is used to decompose the iris image to extract the phase information.
(13) (x0,y0) is the filter center position, is the frequency of the sinusoidal surface, α and β are the bandwidths of the Gabor filter in the x-and y-axis directions.
Feature Match
The feature match is implemented using a Hamming distance as follows: (14) L is the signature length, is the signature and template encoding. If the two codes are the same HD = 0, HD = 1 if the bits are the opposite. The probability that the signature is 0 or 1 is substantially equal for the same iris image, different iris images are not correlated.
Multi-feature Fusion Technology
Multi-feature recognition system, feature integration includes feature-level integration, score-level integration, and decision-level integration. Feature level integration is the feature set of multi -biometric feature extraction to form a new feature set; Score -level integration is a multi -feature matching score integrated into the final feature set; Decision-level integration is the final decision of each biometric identification result. Figure 1 is the process of fusion identification. 
Results Analysis
Face segmentation and threshold determination are analyzed. Fingerprint filtering, refinement and angle matching were analyzed. Experiments were carried out to locate the iris, segmentation, denoising and matching Figure 2 is the classifier to detect pictures in the face and determinate position and segmentation. Figure 3 is the match threshold and recognition rate relationship. 
Face Recognition Results
Fingerprint Recognition Result
With 200 bucket-shaped fingerprints for the spiral diameter statistics, the results in Table 1 , use the square of the screw diameter to classify. With 200 dustpan-shaped fingerprints, calculate their angle with the y-axis, the results in Table 2 . 
Iris Recognition
The iris is segmented, normalized and de-noised as shown in Figure 4 .
original image normalized expansion eliminate sound Figure 4 . Iris positioning and pretreatment.
Experimental Results
Three biometric fusion identification samples were used as shown in Table 3 , recognition results are shown in table 4. 
Conclusions
The principle and process of face recognition, fingerprint recognition, iris recognition is given, three fusion algorithms are proposed, and the fusion recognition process is drawn. The recognition experiment is carried out by using the image samples, and gets a good recognition effect.
